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New this Week
 3 Things to Know about the Mission Hospital for Advanced Medicine this
Week – This is a time of unprecedented change in our organization, and it’s up to
each of us as leaders to help make sure our team members have the information
they need to understand what these changes mean for them. One obvious sign of
change is the new Mission Hospital for Advanced Medicine. As we approach our
planned opening (Oct. 5-6), there are all sorts of questions about just what is
happening with the new tower and what staff need to know.
 Parking for the New Mission Hospital for Advanced Medicine – In the June
12th edition of The SCOPE, we will share an article with team members about
parking updates and changes that will occur when the new Mission Hospital for
Advanced Medicine opens later this fall. Here are some of the highlights.
 New Contact Information for Parallon and Revenue Cycle –  As revenue cycle
at Mission Health continues to become part of Parallon, there are new contacts for
certain topics and matters that you may have questions about.
 Reminder: Personnel Action Freeze for Leaders – As we prepare for our 2019
merit pay process, a system-wide Personnel Action (PA) Keying Freeze is required
for the correct processing of approved pay increases. Please note the effective
dates along with examples of actions that can and cannot be processed.

A Look Ahead
 What’s ahead for LMS? Mission Health is beginning the process of moving our
Learning Management System (LMS) to the HealthStream platform. For now, the
current LMS remains active and classes/modules are being placed as usual. But
here’s what’s ahead as we make this transition.
 What Leaders Need to Know about Our New VPro Process – As part of the
HCA Healthcare family, we will begin implementing a web-based credentialing
verification system, HealthTrust Verified, at Mission Health facilities this
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summer. Here’s what you need to know.
 Save the Dates for Required Training Session – HCA Healthcare’s AVP for
Labor Relations, Scott Medsker, will be with us again on July 8-9 for new required
training sessions for managers and above. The 90-minute course, Performance
Management & Discipline: Best Practices for Enforcing Expectations, is an
interactive training (a perennial favorite for leaders at HCA Healthcare affiliates).
Sessions will be available in LMS soon.

Things to Know Before You Go
 Measles Information and Resources for Team Members – Measles is
increasing at an alarming rate across the country. Although western North Carolina
hasn’t had any confirmed cases, we remain vulnerable due to below-average
immunization rates in the area. Could measles come to western North Carolina?
We can’t say for sure, but we do know that Mission Health will be prepared.
 Hey, Leader! Are you a Mission Health dad? We invite you to wish fellow dads
in western North Carolina a happy Father’s Day by being part of a fun project we
are working on. Share your BEST dad advice in 30 seconds or less by June 13 –
here’s how.    

New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect.
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